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Abstract

Named entity recognition is a natural language
processing task to recognize and extract spans
of text associated with named entities and clas-
sify them in semantic Categories.

Google BERT is a deep bidirectional language
model, pre-trained on large corpora that can
be fine-tuned to solve many NLP tasks such as
question answering, named entity recognition,
part of speech tagging and etc. In this paper,
we use the pre-trained deep bidirectional net-
work, BERT, to make a model for named entity
recognition in Persian.

We also compare the results of our model with
the previous state of the art results achieved
on Persian NER. Our evaluation metric is
CONLL 2003 score in two levels of word and
phrase. This model achieved second place in
NSURL-2019 task 7 competition which asso-
ciated with NER for the Persian language. our
results in this competition are 83.5 and 88.4 f1
CONLL score respectively in phrase and word
level evaluation.

1 Introduction

in this paper we trained our model which is
participated in NSURL-2019 task 7 competition
(Taghizadeh et al., 2019) which associated with
NER for the Persian language.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is one of the
important and basic tasks in natural language pro-
cessing, assigning different parts of a text to suit-
able named entity categories.

There are several sets of named entity (NE) cat-
egories introduced and used in different NE tagged
corpora as their tagsets. For example, Peyma’s

∗*Equal contribution.

(Shahshahani et al., 2018) tagset consists of per-
son, organization, location, date, money, percent,
and time, while the Arman tagset (Poostchi et al.)
contains person, organization, location, facility,
product, and event.

NER is one of the key parts of many down-
stream applications in NLP, such as question
answering (Aliod et al., 2006), information re-
trieval (Guo et al., 2009), and machine translation
(Babych and Hartley, 2003). As a result, the per-
formance of NER can affect the quality of a va-
riety of downstream applications. Furthermore,
this effect is more obvious in low-resource lan-
guages because in these languages due to lack of
data and tagged corpora, usually applications are
implemented in pipe-line architecture unlike other
languages like English which prefer to use End-to-
End solutions.

Preparing basic tools in under-resourced lan-
guages by high performance can be a good solu-
tion to such languages while we counter with lack
of data issue for training such tools.

We have trained conditional random field on the
top of pre-trained bidirectional transformer BERT.
Delvin et al. (Devlin et al., 2019) introduced
BERT as a pre-trained Bidirectional Transformer
model for language understanding tasks. BERT
achieved state of the art results in many tasks
like question answering, language inference, and
Named entity recognition.(Devlin et al., 2019)

The need for large tagged data is the main prob-
lem with the recent supervised methods such as
deep learning. Transfer learning can help this
problem for under-resourced languages. Word
embeddings approach (Mikolov et al., 2013),(Bo-
janowski et al., 2016), (Joulin et al., 2017) and
(Peters et al., 2018) are the first kind of trans-



fer learning solutions. We use word embeddings
for supervised tasks after we trained them unsu-
pervised on large raw corpora of texts. By this,
they can reduce the need for huge labeled data.
They defer by BERT usually in many aspects like
the fine-tuning step. After pretraining BERT on
large row corpora, we fine-tune it for our spe-
cific supervised problem. While BERT tokenizes
text by itself, it extracts contextualized embed-
dings for each token. BERT is pre-trained on
104 languages like Persian, and this is one of
the big advantages of this model. Vaswani et al.
(Vaswani et al., 2017) introduced transformer ar-
chitecture and self-attention as an alternative for
encoder-decoder recurrent neural networks archi-
tecture which could achieve state of the art results
in English to German and English to France ma-
chine translation problem. Furthermore, the speed
for training transformers is much less than recur-
rent neural networks in encoder-decoder architec-
ture. CRF as a probabilistic model like hidden
Markov model makes it possible to extract and
consider structural dependencies among tags in
data. While Encoders like BERT try to maximize
likelihood by selecting best hidden representation
while CRF maximizes likelihood by selecting best
output tags. We achieved 88.4% CONLL F1 score
in word-level and 83.5% CONLL F1 score in
phrase-level evaluation on Peyma dataset. We won
second place in NSURL-2019 task 7 (Taghizadeh
et al., 2019) competition for NER task.

In section 2, we talk about previous methods
for NER and solutions like transfer learning to
deal with under-resourced languages. Section 3
describes BERT. Section 4 explains our model
in more details, discussing the training and test
phases. In section 5, we show the achieved re-
sults on experiments like evaluating our model on
different datasets. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

This paper describes a deep learning method based
on word embedding and transfer learning, for
named entity recognition in Persian language.
Thus, in this section we first discuss some related
work on Persian NER, then some recent work on
English NER, and then talk about some word em-
bedding models which can be used in NER tasks
via transfer learning.

Mortazavi and Shamsfard (Mortazavi and
Shamsfard, 2009) used a rule-based system to ex-

tract named entities for Persian languages. It was
one of the first implementations for NER in Per-
sian while no datasets existed in that time for eval-
uation. Poostchi et al. (Poostchi et al.) introduced
new annotated Persian named-entity recognition
dataset named Arman. Arman contains 250,015
tokens and 7,682 sentences. Set of entity cate-
gories consists of person, organization (like banks
and ministries), location, facility, product, and
event. They also trained conditional random field
with bidirectional LSTM on this dataset as a base-
line. Shahshahani et al. (Shahshahani et al., 2018)
introduced new annotated Persian named-entity
recognition dataset called Peyma. Peyma con-
tains 7,145 sentences, 302,530 tokens and 41,148
tokens with entity tags collected from 709 docu-
ments. Class distribution for both Peyma and Ar-
man datasets are presented respectively in Fig.1
and Fig.2.

Figure 1: distribution of different classes in Peyma
dataset

Figure 2: distribution of different classes in Arman
dataset

Bokaei and Mahmoudi (Bokaei and Mahmoudi,
2018) trained recurrent and convolutional neural
networks with CRF on Arman dataset.



Baevski et al. (Baevski et al., 2019) used
a novel method for training bidirectional trans-
former which could over perform previous work
and achieved state of the art result in English NER.

Akbik et al.(Akbik et al., 2018) used contextu-
alized word embeddings extracted from character-
level language model to solve the NER problem.

Delvin et al. (Devlin et al., 2019) introduced
BERT as a pre-trained bidirectional transformer.
They used and evaluated BERT on many tasks, in-
cluding NER.

Using unsupervised methods can be a promis-
ing way because the most important issue for
low resource languages is the lack of labeled data
while but the access to a large amount of raw texts
is more probable and feasible. Today, word em-
beddings such as Glove (Pennington et al., 2014),
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) , and fastText
(Joulin et al., 2017) are essential parts of many
methods in NLP. These models give continuous
representations in n-dimensional space for each
word which contain semantic information and fea-
tures about that word.

Elmo (Peters et al., 2018) introduced deep con-
textualized word embedding by considering the
context of words. Which means words have dif-
ferent embedding in different contexts. Delvin et
al. (Devlin et al., 2019) and Radford et al.(Radford
et al.) proposed a new method with transfer self-
attention blocks without the need to change in ar-
chitecture for a specific problem. They suggest
fine-tuning pre-trained bidirectional transformers
for specific problems.

Radford et al. (Radford et al.) introduced a new
language model called GPT.2, which could reach
55% F1 score on the CoQA dataset without any
labeled data. This approach tries to remove the
need for labeled data and gives a general model to
solve problems against BERT, which tries just to
give a general model.

best performing models before us for NER
in Persian are LSTM based models which
usually come with CRF and pre-trained non-
contextualized embedding layers. these models
are evaluated on two common datasets for NER:
PEYMA and ARMAN. Bokaei and Mahmoudi
(Bokaei and Mahmoudi, 2018) and Shahshahani
et al. (Shahshahani et al., 2018) had reported the
best results which you can see in Table 3

Figure 3: fine-tuning BERT in different tasks (Devlin
et al., 2019)

3 BERT

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformer) is a language model represen-
tation based on self-attention blocks. BERT is
pre-trained in different language model tasks on
raw unlabeled texts. The pre-trained deep bidi-
rectional model with one output layer can reach
state-of-the-art results in many tasks such as ques-
tion answering and Multi-Genre Natural Language
Inference. The idea is to have a general architec-
ture which fits many problems and a pre-trained
model which minimize the need for labeled data.
For example, in Fig. 3 You see how BERT can
be used in different tasks like question answering,
sentences pair classification, single sentence clas-
sification, and single sentence tagging task. While
each task has a different format of inputs and out-
puts. As mentioned before, one of the big advan-
tages of BERT is that it was trained in 104 lan-
guages and Persian is one of those. Which moti-
vate us to use it for NER in Persian.

4 Our Proposed Model

In this paper, we propose a method for Persian
NER. In this method, we use BERT pre-trained
model. As in NER task, we need to assign the
most suitable tag to each token, and suitable tok-
enization is an important step.

While BERT has its tokenization with Byte-Pair
encoding and it will assign tags to its extracted
tokens, we should take care of this issue. BERT



extracted tokens are always equal to or smaller
than our main tokens (that taken from the Step-1
Shamsfard et al., 2010) because BERT takes to-
kens of our dataset one by one. As a result, we
will have intra-tokens which take X tag (meaning
don’t mention). We trained a conditional random
field and fully connected layer after output rep-
resentation of tokens extracted by BERT. It Is a
fine-tuning step to make the entire model ready for
NER task. You can see a schema of the model in
Fig.4 .

Figure 4: architecture of our trained model

5 Experiments

We have trained and tested our model on two dif-
ferent datasets: Peyma (Shahshahani et al., 2018)
and Arman (Poostchi et al.).We split PEYMA
dataset into 5 equal subsets (Peyma contains 7145
sentences thus each subset contains 1429 sen-
tences) and use 5-fold cross-validation. we re-
peated training phase 5 times separately, Each
time, one of the 5 subsets is used as the test set
and the remaining 4 subsets are put together to
form a training set. In all experiments, CONLL
F1 score is calculated in two levels: word and
phrase as a metric for evaluating the performance
of model. Results of our model on Peyma and Ar-
man datasets are given respectively in Table 1 And
Table 2.

On Peyma dataset We can reach 90.59%
CONLL F1 score in phrase-level and 87.62% F1
score in word level. Best results are seen for Per-
cent class and worst for Time.

On Arman dataset, We reached 79.93%
CONLL F1 score in phrase-level and 84.03% F1
score on word-level. Best results are seen for Per-
son class and worst for Event

One of the causes for achieving different results

in each class is the amount of named entities in
the datasets. As can be seen in Fig.1 and Fig.2, the
number of phrases for Time and Event classes are
much lower than others.

As you see in Table 3 in both word and phrase
levels, our model outperform other NER ap-
proaches for the Persian language. Unfortunately
previous works reported their results just on one
of the datasets. Shahshahani et al.(Shahshahani
et al., 2018) reported their results just in word
level evaluation on Peyma dataset.Table 3 shows
that our results are 10 percent better than Shahsha-
hani and colleagues on the same platform. On
the other hand Bokaei and Mahmoudi (Bokaei and
Mahmoudi, 2018) reported their results on Arman
dataset Which is lower than ours in both word and
phrase levels according to Table 3.

Arman Peyma
word phrase word phrase

Bokaei and Mahmoudi (Bokaei and Mahmoudi, 2018) 81.50 76.79 - -
Shahshahani et al.(Shahshahani et al., 2018) - - 80.0 -

Beheshti-NER (Our Model) 84.03 79.93 90.59 87.62

Table 3: comparing results of our trained model with
others

The results of NSURL task-7 competition is re-
ported in two levels of evaluation, namely word
and phrase levels for two subtasks: A) NER for
3- classes (Person, Location, Organization) and
B) NER for all classes. for the competition, we
have trained our model on PEYMA corpus in ad-
dition to another corpus which was prepared by
Iran Telecommunication Research Center (ITRC).
The organizers also used two kinds of in-domain
and out-domain test data. Our model won second
place in all of these evaluation types.

Tables 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the results of evalu-
ation reported by competition for all teams which
participated in the challenge. Our method is men-
tioned as Beheshti-NER-11. Table 4 and 5 show
the results for subtask A. according to the tables,
we reached to 84.0% and 87.9% F1 score respec-
tively for phrase and word level evaluations.

1Code is available at https://github.com/
sEhsanTaher/Beheshti-NER

https://github.com/sEhsanTaher/Beheshti-NER
https://github.com/sEhsanTaher/Beheshti-NER


Date Location Money Organization Percent Person Time
B- I- B- I- B- I- B- I- B- I- B- I- B- I- all classes

word-f1 84.83 88.44 91.60 82.39 95.78 97.59 89.07 90.29 94.97 97.13 93.17 94.25 83.50 86.48 90.59
phrase-f1 80.33 89.75 92.54 84.80 93.57 90.69 73.78 87.62

Table 1: results of our model on Peyma dataset. Two kinds of evaluation is used, namely word and phrase level. in
word level evaluation B- assigns to first token of phrase and I- is for middle and last tokens.

Event Faculty Location Organization Person Product
B- I- B- I- B- I- B- I- B- I- B- I- all classes

word-f1 72.39 78.58 76.49 78.77 82.53 78.96 81.12 87.51 92.81 94.83 68.56 71.34 84.03
phrase-f1 58.45 69.53 80.73 78.01 91.46 62.97 79.93

Table 2: results of our model on Arman dataset.

Team
Test Data 1

In Domain Out Domain Total
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1 MorphoBERT 88.7 85.5 87.1 86.3 83.8 85 87.3 84.5 85.9
2 Beheshti-NER-1 85.3 84.4 84.8 84.4 82.6 83.5 84.8 83.3 84
3 Team-3 87.4 77.2 82 87.4 73.4 79.8 87.4 75 80.7
4 ICTRC-NLPGroup 87.5 76 81.3 86.2 69.6 77 86.8 72.3 78.9
5 UT-NLP-IR 75.3 68.9 72 72.3 60.7 66 73.6 64.1 68.5
6 SpeechTrans 41.5 39.5 40.5 43.1 38.7 40.8 42.4 39 40.6
7 Baseline 32.2 45.8 37.8 32.8 39.1 35.7 32.5 41.9 36.6

Table 4: Phrase-level evaluation for subtask A: 3-
classes

Team
Test Data 1

In Domain Out Domain Total
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1 MorphoBERT 92.5 86.7 89.5 91.5 84 87.6 92.1 85.2 88.5
2 Beheshti-NER-1 90.5 87.2 88.8 89.7 85 87.3 90.1 85.8 87.9
3 Team-3 89.2 79.5 84.1 89.5 74.7 81.4 89.3 76.9 82.7
4 ICTRC-NLPGroup 90.1 78.2 83.7 88.7 70.2 78.4 89.4 73.5 80.7
5 UT-NLP-IR 87.3 71.9 78.9 86.4 61.1 71.6 86.9 65.7 74.8
6 SpeechTrans 66.8 38.3 48.7 66.2 35.2 46 66.6 36.4 47
7 Baseline 46.2 42.6 44.3 45.2 35.1 39.5 45.9 38.4 41.8

Table 5: Word-level evaluation for subtask A: 3-classes

results for subtask B is given in Table 6 and 7.
we can achieve 83.5% and 88.4% F1 score respec-
tively for phrase and word level evaluation.

Team
Test Data 1

In Domain Out Domain Total
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1 MorphoBERT 88.4 84.8 86.6 86 83.1 84.5 87 83.8 85.4
2 Beheshti-NER-1 84.8 83.6 84.2 83.9 82 83 84.3 82.7 83.5
3 Team-3 87.4 77.3 82 87.3 72.8 79.4 87.3 74.7 80.5
4 ICTRC-NLPGroup 87 76.1 81.2 86.2 70.2 77.4 86.5 72.7 79
5 UT-NLP-IR 77.3 70.2 73.6 74.1 61.9 67.5 75.5 65.4 70.1
6 SpeechTrans 38 34.5 36.2 38.9 33.6 36 38.5 34 36.1
7 Baseline 32.8 45.7 38.2 32 38.1 34.8 32.4 41.3 36.3

Table 6: Phrase-level evaluation for subtask B: 7-
classes

Team
Test Data 1

In Domain Out Domain Total
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1 MorphoBERT 94 89.1 91.5 91.8 85.7 88.6 92.8 87.1 89.9
2 Beheshti-NER-1 91.4 87.3 89.3 89.7 85.7 87.7 90.4 86.5 88.4
3 Team-3 91.3 84.1 87.5 90.9 77.9 83.9 91.1 80.7 85.5
4 ICTRC-NLPGroup 89.2 83.1 86.1 89.8 76.5 82.6 89.7 79.4 84.2
5 UT-NLP-IR 92.7 79.3 85.4 91.1 68.4 78.1 91.9 73.1 81.4
6 SpeechTrans 76.1 32.9 45.9 74.9 30.3 43.2 75.7 31.5 44.5
7 Baseline 50.6 47.8 49.2 42.6 35.1 38.5 46.5 40.9 43.5

Table 7: Word-level evaluation for subtask B: 7-classes

details of evaluation for each class in subtask
B is given in Table 7. as you see all teams have
higher scores in Percent class and the worst score
for many teams is for Time class.

Team
Test Data 1

PER ORG LOC DAT TIM MON PCT Total F1
1 MorphoBERT 90.4 80.3 87.1 78.9 71 93.6 96.8 85.4
2 Beheshti-NER-1 81.8 80.8 88 77.8 75.8 85.1 91.6 83.5
3 Team-3 79.9 77.2 83.9 74.7 64.3 92.1 97.4 80.5
4 ICTRC-NLPGroup 76.2 75.93 82.8 76 67.1 91.3 93.6 79
5 UT-NLP-IR 63.4 58.8 78.2 76.1 69.1 84.5 93.5 70.1
6 SpeechTrans 24.3 23.5 63.1 12 4.1 0.3 0.7 36.1
7 Baseline 23.5 38.1 44.2 41.6 30.3 13.7 36.6 36.3

Table 8: Details of phrase-level evaluation for subtask
B: 7-classes

6 Conclucion

in this work we fine-tuned the pre-trained BERT
model with a CRF layer in NER task for Persian
language. our trained model achieved best results
compared to the previous ones and ranked as the
second team in NSURL competition. this work
present BERT as a good transfer learning solution
for solving low resource problems.

results show that our model could outperform
previous methods with a dramatic difference. the
reason for this could be using a big pre-trained
model, BERT, which achieved state of the art re-
sults in English and proved to perform well with a
less amount of data for training.
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